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Mobile Pixels Trio Max Metallic Black 14.1" Portable Monitor
Equip your laptop with an extra screen to make your daily use easier. The Mobile Pixels Trio Max Portable Monitor features a 14.1" Full
HD display that delivers crisp, vivid colors. It offers wide system compatibility and a lightweight, foldable, durable design.
 
Powerful screen
The  monitor  is  equipped  with  a  14.1"  display,  which  is  capable  of  displaying  Full  HD  (1920  x  1080)  image.  In  addition  to  this,  it
guarantees clear, vivid colors and supports eye protection mode and automatic screen rotation. Bet on quality that you can see clearly!
 
Wide compatibility
The  monitor  provides  wide  system  compatibility.  It  works  with  Windows  and  macOS  laptops,  Nintendo  Switch  console  and  Android
(Samsung DeX technology support required). What's more, thanks to Plug&Play, the device can start working practically as soon as it is
plugged in.
 
Thoughtful design
The monitor's lightweight and compact design guarantees extreme ease of transport and storage. High-grade ABS and PC materials are
responsible for high durability without achieving high weight. The included magnetic mounts provide a convenient way to mount it on a
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laptop case.
 
More opportunities
Want to gain even more possibilities? You can mount the Trio Max monitors on both sides of your laptop screen, so you can display all
the information you care about! Specially designed bracket guarantees stability and safety of the whole structure. Note: the presented
setup requires the purchase of 2 devices. 
 
Kit includes:
Monitor
2-in-1 USB-C to USB-A (USB-C) cable
Magnetic plates
TRIO mount
User manual
Manufacturer
Mobile Pixels
Model
Trio Max
Color
Metallic black
Screen diagonal
14.1"
Power consumption
4.5 W
Refresh rate
60 Hz
Resolution
1920 x 1080
Aspect ratio
16:9
Material
ABS, PC
Weight
998 g
Dimensions
358 x 241 x 12.7 mm
Compatibility
Microsoft / macOS / Android (Samsung DeX) / Nintendo Switch
Other
Eye protection mode

Preço:

€ 343.00

Acessórios para computadores, Other
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